SD-WAN Lite
Simple, Reliable and Fast

Whether you’re a small business or the largest enterprise, you
know lost internet service can be costly. When your connection
goes down, critical business applications don’t run and your
employees can’t do their jobs. As you grow, your bandwidth
needs also change. Slow internet connections can become your
biggest frustration.
SD-WAN Lite from GTT increases reliability and improves
performance by bringing two circuits together into one redundant,
resilient managed broadband service.

Key Features
• Dual internet with rapid failover
• Managed equipment
• 24x7 circuit monitoring
• Automated fault notification

Keep Your Business Up and Running

• Proactive repair

Simple

• Real-time performance reporting on
GTT’s EtherVision web portal

You don’t want to maintain additional equipment or connections
yourself; you just want it all to work. SD-WAN Lite is a complete
managed service, including equipment, circuits, installation and
repair. GTT has relationships with over 3,500 regional access
partners, enabling us to deliver affordable, diverse broadband
anywhere in the world. Leave the networking to GTT while you
focus on running your business.
Reliable

Settling for a single connection puts your business at risk every
day. SD-WAN Lite reduces that risk by bonding two separate
broadband services into one. If one fails, the other takes over
automatically.
Fast

Get the most out of your internet service with bandwidth
aggregation and load balancing. SD-WAN Lite efficiently
distributes your traffic across both broadband connections,
making full use of your available bandwidth.
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• Cost-effective high bandwidth

• Global coverage, single source
• Bandwidth aggregation and
load balancing
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GTT Can Help You
Expansive Global Reach
Take advantage of our global, Tier 1 IP backbone, which securely transports client traffic between your
business locations, to any location around the world and to any application in the cloud.
Expert Service
GTT has deep experience in managing over 100,000 client endpoints. Take advantage of our proactive
service monitoring, reporting and maintenance on equipment and circuits.
Simplicity, Speed and Agility
Because we’re committed to reducing the complexity of global communications, our teams are fast and
responsive, providing rapid implementation and an efficient support process.

Who is GTT?
GTT connects people across organizations, around the world and to every application in the cloud. Our clients benefit
from an outstanding service experience built on our core values of simplicity, speed and agility. GTT owns and operates a
global Tier 1 internet network and provides a comprehensive suite of cloud networking services.

Contact Us
For more information, contact the GTT Channel Team at:
moreinfo@gtt.net
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